TSFA LEVEL II PERMANENT BOTANICAL
ASYMMETRICAL TRIANGLE DESIGN
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Permanent Botanical Gerbera Daises with Filler and Foliage
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Asymmetrical Triangle Silk Design
Cover top of styrofoam
with moss to
camouflage mechanics

Cover styrofoam
with sheet moss or
faux foliage ribbon
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Design created in 4”x 4”
cylinder or 4”x 4” square with
styrofoam insert.
Styrofoam should be at least
¼” above lip of container
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Placement of First Three Insertions
To Insert flowers and foliage stems into styrofoam base options:
Cut stems a at very sharp angle, insert and securely wedge in sytro foam
For testing: Must practice, so will know where the stems should be placed, as too many insertions will create
problems in stabilizing stems in your final design.
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Stem Insertion Directions
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First stem insertion
is off center to the
left, toward the
back and
perpendicular to
counter. #1 flower
is 15” to
include container

Second stem insertion is
off center to the right
and placed at
approximately a 40
degree angle, inserted
radially toward center
point of design. #2
flower is approximately
5 ½” tall including
container

Note: facing of flowers:
#1 insertion faces up,
#2 insertion is almost full face forward
#3 insertions faces between #1 & #2
flowers
(Hint: this difference in these heights,
separation of insertions and degree of
movement is what creates depth within
the arrangement)

Third stem insertion is
off center to the left
and placed at
approximately a 45
degree angle, inserted
radially toward center
point of design. #3
flower is approximately
8” tall including
container
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Adding Filler and Foliage to Asymmetrical Triangle Design

Front View

Right Side View

Left Side View

Back View

Lavender Filler and Foliage is inserted radially to create depth,
which gives the feeling of an all around arrangement!
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Permanent Botanical Garden Rose Asymmetrical Triangle Design Sample

Front View

Right Side View

Left Side View

Filler and Foliage is inserted radially to create depth,
which gives the feeling of an all around arrangement!
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